incoming Freshman class and the number of Sophomores taking second year analytical work, it became necessary to halve a proportion of the lockers, which were none too large for comfortable working. The result is one which could be readily foreseen—a lack of desk room, and, what is more important, an insufficient space for numerous solutions required, not to mention the extra apparatus.

The fact is encouraging from the standpoint of growth; but we are straightway brought to the inquiry, How is more room to be obtained, unless very important aid is given to Technology through her supporters? As an unendowed institution, the uncertainty of funds must ever cause not a little anxiety in the heads of the several courses. It is to be hoped that with further growth, and a fast increasing interest on the part of our alumni, subscriptions to establish an endowment fund for Technology will be rapidly forthcoming.

We publish this week for reference a short account of the work of the Summer School of Civil Engineering, held at Augur Lake, in the Adirondacks, last June. It will give to those unacquainted a definite idea of the thoroughness in the work of one of Technology's Summer Schools.

We are glad to note the increasing enthusiasm of the Freshmen over their course in military science and tactics. Captain Bigelow now publishes his lectures in printed form for the use of the members of the battalion, and the series, when completed, will be a comprehensive treatise on the rudiments of the art of war. The popularity of the Captain's lectures is well attested by the fact that many of the upper classmen attend them regularly.

We have seen a letter from Mr. Walter H. Kilham, written to a friend in the Architectural Department, and in another column we have been kindly allowed to print extracts from it which seemed to us of interest. Mr. Kilham graduated from the Architectural Department in 1889, and was instructor there during two years. After two years of office work he won the Rotch Scholarship. The holder of this scholarship is allowed one thousand dollars yearly for two years, his time to be spent in foreign study. Mr. Kilham's letter shows how well he is appreciating his advantages, and into what attractive fields the study of architecture leads one.

All that remains of the splendid exhibition of the Department of Architecture which was held at the close of last term, is the catalogue published by the Architectural Society. This pamphlet, of some ninety pages, is profusely illustrated with half-tones of the best designs of the past two years. It has been the custom of the Architectural Society to co-operate with the students of the Course in the publication of this catalogue and in the arrangement of the drawings and designs; but as no financial backing could be secured outside of the Society last spring, it was decided by the Society to publish the catalogue in its own name. How well it accomplished its task may be seen from the pamphlet referred to. It compares favorably with any catalogue of its kind, and aside from the artistic merit of its compilation it shows to those into whose hands it may fall, the high standard of work required of the students.

The Tech desires to say that it emphatically reiterates all the statements made in its columns two weeks ago, apropos of the Senior election. Further than this, it declines to accord any answer to the following communication.